Customer Testimonial #1:
ALIVE PLUS (#2429)
In 2008 we on a local level decided to extend our "Greening" efforts to include the chemicals that we use.
We were able to accomplish this with the offerings of Pro-Chem. With that meant a change in drain cleaner,
or drain solvent. For our technicians this was a difficult transition, people that are used to an acid-based
products do, not understand how another product can do the same work. For these tasks we switched to
"Drain Free" and "Alive Plus". These two products serve two different purposes, depending on your needs.
Our first use of "Alive Plus", was for our darkroom drain back when we used x-ray slides, in our Radiology
department, to control the odor. This completely eliminated the odor from that drain.
Next we started using "Alive Plus" for our grease trap drain from our food service area. At the time we were
jet cleaning our grease trap trough and drains twice a year and still had to contend with the odor. Our "ProChem" representative introduced us to this application for "Alive Plus" with the implementation of an
automatic metering dispenser. Since this system was installed we have not had to jet clean our grease
drains and trough, and it also controlled the odors from the drains and system.
We are also using "Alive Plus" for Ice machine cleaning and for other refrigeration units as well.
-Health Care Provider

Customer Testimonial #2:
This facility makes all the food for the state prisons so they use Alive Plus for odor control and maintenance
in every drain every Friday.
-Food Maintenance

Customer Testimonial #3:
Just talked with my guy, and the initial reason for switching from a competitor product was because I saved
them about $5,600 per year! They are using Alive Plus in several areas to control grease going into lift
stations and then to the main plant. They have a program (PM) where they change out the pails monthly.
At the cafeteria and restaurant, they use one pail of Alive Plus and one pail of Scum Out in the sink drains
that flow to the grease trap. They have three fire departments that they also drip just Alive Plus into the
drain line in the kitchen areas. They are extremely happy with the results of these products.
-Air Force Base

Customer Testimonial #4:
We have had the kitchen drain contract for years now. They buy it for the drains and we (me) install it. I am
going there once a month to change out the pails. They use the pail stick dispensers to dispense 21 oz. of
product a day so that the pail empties in one month. This keeps them from having to snake the lines. They
are raving about the product and the amount of work it has saved them with the clogs.
-School System

